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RAISING THE BAR
Technology has helped to raise
the standard of upper-limb prosthetic care significantly over the last
decade. After Medicare assigned
an L-Code for terminal devices
with individual articulating digits
in 2012, advanced upper-limb prosthetic systems became more widely
accepted and, more importantly,
provided patients with a wider
range of functional abilities than
they’ve ever had access to before.
Other advances are also helping
to raise the standard of care for
patients with upper-limb amputations. A particularly exciting
advance in myoelectric control
systems is Coapt’s Complete Control system, a pattern recognition
system available exclusively through
Ability Prosthetics & Orthotics.
Pattern recognition provides
the user with much more intuitive
control. With standard myoelectric
control, each electrode receives a
signal from an individual muscle.
Coapt’s system learns the muscle
patterns that result in a particular
action so that rather than having to
think about each individual muscle
contraction involved in a particular
action, the patient now only has
to think about the action itself to
control the prosthesis.

Ability practitioners are trained
and certified to fit everything from
the most robust body-powered
upper-limb prosthetics to the most
sophisticated myoelectric-controlled
systems. On page 6 of this issue of
Lifenhanced, we begin the journey
of one of our advanced upper-limb
prosthetic fittings.
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Jeffrey Brandt, CEO, CPO, founder
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MEET JACOB TOWNSEND, CPO
ABILITY LOCATION: Asheville, North Carolina
INTERESTS: “Mountain biking, running, and playing soccer,
which I do in an attempt to keep up with my two sons!”
FAVORITE THING ABOUT ASHEVILLE: “Being so close to
mountains and rivers is amazing.”
ADVICE FOR FELLOW CLINICIANS: “Keep pushing yourself
to try new products and techniques. It is so easy to say, ‘This
is how I’ve always done it.’ If you can keep from falling into that mindset, you and
your patients will benefit.”
JACOB TOWNSEND, CPO, LOVES WORKING WITH PEOPLE and creating things
with his hands. When it came time to choose a career path, he chose business,
which would allow him to capitalize on his people skills. In 2003, after graduating from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville with a business degree, he
moved to Washington state to work as a management trainee in Tacoma. While
talking with a customer with limb loss, Jacob discovered orthotics and prosthetics
(O&P) — a profession that would allow him to combine both of his interests.
He enrolled in the O&P program at the University of Washington (UW) in
Seattle in 2006.
As part of his curriculum at UW, Jacob completed clinical rotations at Fillauer
Companies in Chattanooga, Tennessee; the Center for Prosthetics and Orthotics
in Seattle, Washington; and several Hanger Clinic locations around the Pacific
Northwest. After graduating from UW, he completed his prosthetics residency at
Hanger Clinic in Olympia and his orthotics residency at the University of North
Carolina Hospital at Chapel Hill.
Today, Jacob is an American Board for Certification (ABC) certified prosthetist and orthotist and the managing practitioner of Ability’s Asheville, North
Carolina, office. He is certified to fit the Rheo Knee and Proprio foot, as well as
many upper-limb prosthetic devices. He also has experience with stance control
knee-ankle-foot orthoses (KAFOs), WalkAide, and pediatric devices. Jacob is a
member of the American Orthotic & Prosthetic Association and the American
Academy of Orthotists and Prosthetists.

His approach to patient care is simple. “I treat my patients the way I would
want to be treated,” he says. “That means educating myself on available products,
techniques, and research pertinent to O&P patient care, as well as being versed in
typical insurance polices, and then sharing that knowledge with my patients.”

When not at work, Jacob enjoys spending time in the mountains with his wife
and two sons. “I cannot wait until my sons are tall enough to ride their mountain
bikes in the woods,” he says.
on the cover: Ability Charlotte, North Carolina
From left: Tyler Dunham and David Plunkett.
AbilityPO.com

AbilityNews

ABILITY JOINS RALLY TO PROTECT O&P CARE
ON AUGUST 26, PRACTITIONERS
and patients from Ability Prosthetics &
Orthotics patient care locations rallied
with more than 100 others outside the
Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) headquarters in Washington DC to protest proposed changes
to the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Local Coverage
Determination (LCD) for lower-limb
prosthetics. The LCD, which will govern Medicare coverage of lower-limb
prostheses, contains significant revisions from the existing medical policy.
In a letter to Ability patients and
industry professionals, Jeffrey Brandt,
CPO, CEO and founder of Ability,
explained, “This new policy, if enacted,
would adversely impact the availability
of prosthetics to Medicare beneficiaries
and soon thereafter, those amputees
with commercial insurances as well as
veterans. The proposal creates many
troubling barriers that make it nearly
impossible to qualify for anything other
than very basic outdated limbs.”

Before the rally, the DME
MAC held a public comment meeting
in Maryland, which attracted roughly
200 amputees. In all, 81 witnesses provided testimony. Of those, 50 individuals addressed prosthetics specifically,
and all voiced their opposition to the
proposed policy.
The rally was held later that day.
Senior CMS and HHS officials
met with representatives from the amputee and O&P professional communities the following day, during which
they expressed the critical importance

of Medicare beneficiaries’ access to
appropriate and medically necessary
lower-limb prosthetics.
“You depend on a prosthetic device
each and every day to maintain your
mobility, independence, and at the
least, basic functions,” Brandt wrote.
“If these changes take effect, you could
find yourself paying out of pocket to
maintain your current level of prosthetic care or simply going without. So,
patient involvement will be critically
important in impacting deliberations
on the proposed policy changes.”

BRIAN KALUF SPEAKS AT
BAYLOR UNIVERSITY

ABILITY SIGNS NATIONAL
CONTRACT WITH HUMANA

ABILITY, MD CORRECTIONAL
SYSTEM SIGN CONTRACT

Brian Kaluf, CP, Ability’s clinical
outcome and research director, gave
a talk to students in Baylor
University’s master of science in
prosthetics and orthotics program
about “Outcome Measures for LowerLimb Prosthetics.”

Ability has signed a national
contract with Humana. This allows
the company to service Humana
patients in its existing multi-region
geography. It also supports future
growth into new regions with
Humana member populations.

Ability has signed a contract with the
Maryland Correctional Facility. This
is Ability’s first correctional system
contract in the state of Maryland.
Ability looks forward to expanding its
Maryland correctional systems service
throughout the state.

800.455.0058
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AchieveAbility

NOAH GROVE: FACING
CHALLENGES HEAD ON

NOAH GROVE has a sense of self-awareness that is rare
among teenagers.
“My story is a feel-good story,” the 16-year-old says. “I
hope people see it and say, ‘Hey, this kid never gave up.
I can learn from him and see that I can get through my
hardships.’”
The journey hasn’t been easy. Noah was only four years
old when he was diagnosed with osteosarcoma. At the time,
he was too young to understand how sick he was or that
having his left leg amputated above the knee was a lifesaving measure. What he did understand is that his leg had
“gone to heaven,” and he didn’t want anything to do with its
prosthetic replacement.
“When I had my first prosthesis, I had a mental block,”
he says. “I didn’t want to wear it.”
4
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Noah’s father Chris explains that after surgery, Noah
had developed necrosis on his residual limb. He didn’t
have enough skin to cover the bones, and wearing a prosthesis was very painful.
“His doctors told us that they would need to do a
revision,” Chris says. “We didn’t want him to go through
another surgery. He was still going through chemo.”
After months of daily dressing changes and diligent care,
Noah’s skin grew and his wound healed.
To help alleviate the pain of wearing a prosthesis,
Noah’s prosthetist Jeff Quelet, CPO, who works at Ability
Prosthetics & Orthotics patient care facility in Hagerstown,
Maryland, made a liner that fit over a prosthetic sock so
Noah would have more cushion around his residual limb.
“That’s not how it’s supposed to be, but it really helped
with the mental side of things,” Noah says. “Jeff made it so
much easier.”
Like Noah, Jeff had lost his leg to osteosarcoma as a
child, so he has unique insight into what Noah was going
through.
“He’d already been down that road,” Noah says, “so we
were really able to connect.”
Chris couldn’t agree more. “He came down to Noah’s
level and waited the five to six months until Noah was ready
to wear a prosthesis without a sock.”
Once Noah was acclimated to prosthesis wear, his parents got him involved in sports. Through sports, Noah found
a competitive edge that has permeated every aspect of his
life. “It’s made everything easier,” Noah says.
In 2014, he became the youngest player to make the U.S.
National Amputee Soccer Team. The team made it all the
way to the World Cup of Amputee Soccer, something it
hadn’t done in more than a decade. Team USA came home
from Mexico ranked 12th in the world out of 30 teams. “It
was a great experience,” Noah says.
Noah is an honorary member of the Wounded Warriors
sled hockey team and is the team’s second leading scorer. He
was recently named to the U.S. National Development Sled
Hockey Team and has his sights set on making the national
team and going to the Paralympics in 2018.
The high school junior is also excelling academically. He
is enrolled in his high school’s International Baccalaureate
magnet program, which provides an intense college-prep
curriculum. He’s interested in pursuing a career in medicine
although he hasn’t decided what branch of medicine just
yet — maybe something involving stem cells or regenerative
medicine, he says.
“I always tell Noah, don’t be afraid to dream because
that’s how invention happens,” Chris says.
Regardless of what Noah decides to do, he’ll be ready for
the challenge.
AbilityPO.com

Sandal-Toe Product Line

Form and Function

- Kinterra®

- Agilix™

- DynAdapt™

- Sierra®

- Highlander® - Pacifica®/LP

Unrestricted

- Renegade®/LP

- Thrive®

- Runway®/HX

With 13 high performance designs, Freedom Innovations offers the broadest range of sandal-toe
options available. Our sandal-toe line of foot products not only offer the ultimate in performance, but allows you
the freedom to wear your favorite pair of sandals.
Whether it’s shock absorption, hydraulic ankle motion, heel height adjustability, or multi-axial ground compliance,
the new sandal-toe product line delivers form and function - unrestricted.

To learn more, please contact Freedom Innovations at
888-818-6777 or visit www.freedom-innovations.com
Connect with us
© 2015 Freedom Innovations, LLC. All rights reserved.

#freedomeveryday

- WalkTek®
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HE WAY FORWARD
Ability practitioners Tyler
Dunham (above) and Brian
Kaluf (inset, left) program
pattern recognition software
for David Plunkett.
Photography by Nill Silver.

800.455.0058

David Plunkett has built a career around working with his hands. A sculptor
and professionally trained special effects makeup artist by trade, his artistry has
appeared in a number of feature-length horror and action movies.
In early April, his life and career took a devastating turn. David was getting
ready to mow the lawn in his backyard in Rock Hill, South Carolina, when a
propane tank exploded. Nearby neighbors heard the explosion and rushed to his
aid. Both of his arms had been severely injured. To keep David from bleeding out,
his neighbors applied tourniquets to his arms. He was airlifted to the Carolinas
Medical Center in Charlotte.
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the way forward

Surgeons were
able to save his
left arm, but his
right arm had to
be amputated above
the elbow. He was
in the hospital for three
weeks and underwent seven surgeries,
according to a GoFundMe site maintained by his uncle.
David is not about to give up his
life or his passion. According to his
prosthetist, Tyler Dunham, CPO,
at Ability Prosthetics & Orthotics
in Charlotte, South Carolina, the
42-year-old husband and father of one
wants to get back to being more active
in his home and with his family. His
long-term goal is to return to work. To
help make that happen, David and
Tyler are laying the groundwork for
the most successful upper-limb prosthetic outcome possible.

David had originally been referred
to a different prosthetist, and while
that prosthetist had offered him a
technologically advanced solution,
he had only given David one option,
Tyler explains. That one option would
essentially provide David with only
half a solution.
In hopes that he would one day be
able to use a high-tech prosthetic device, David’s surgeon, Bryan Loeffler,
MD, had performed targeted muscle
reinnervation (TMR) surgery on
David. Dr. Loeffler specializes in hand,
wrist, elbow, and shoulder surgery,
and is one of a handful of surgeons in
the United States who has performed
TMR surgery, which is designed to
provide individuals with upper-limb
amputation more intuitive control of a
myoelectric prosthetic device.
Developed by Todd Kuiken, MD,
PhD, at the Rehabilitation Institute of

OCTOBER 20

Chicago, TMR involves transferring
the nerves that once controlled the elbow, wrist, and hand to target muscles
that no longer perform a useful function because of the amputation. These
nerves grow into the targeted muscles,
making it possible for people who
have had above-elbow amputations
to control their prosthetic devices by
merely thinking about the action they
want to perform.
“The prosthesis that was originally
offered to David would have let that
highly skilled surgery go completely
to waste,” Tyler says. “When he didn’t
like the option that was given to him,
David sought out providers who might
be able to show him more. That’s when
he contacted me.”
After a detailed telephone consultation, Tyler met with David at Dr.
Loeffler’s office.
“I immediately knew that David

Advanced Orthotic Open House

Experience the most advanced orthotic technology
available — the MyoPro upper limb myoelectric
orthosis, the C-Brace orthotronic mobility system,
8:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
and the WalkAide, a revolutionary device using
Ability Prosthetics & Orthotics
functional electrical stimulation designed for those
246 Eastern Boulevard
living with foot drop.

Suite 100
Hagerstown, MD 21740

Call 301-790-3636 to
reserve your spot.

Similar events are regularly
held at other Ability
locations. Call your local
office for more information
or visit AbilityPO.com.

NOVEMBER 10
12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Carolinas Medical Center
1000 Blythe Blvd.
Charlotte, NC 28203
Call 704-372-7660 or visit
www.AbilityPO.com for
more information.
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This is your opportunity to see these technologies
in person and have your questions answered by the
people who know these products inside and out.

Upper-Limb Prosthetics In-Service
Join Ability live or via teleconference for a free
in-service being held with the Case Management
Society of America.
This in-service includes an overview of upper-limb
prosthetics presented jointly by Tyler Dunham, CPO,
from Ability’s Charlotte, North Carolina, office and
Touch Bionics, manufacturer of the i-limb externally
powered, multi-articulating prosthetic hand. An
i-limb patient will be available to demonstrate.
This in-service will be offered for CEUs in early
December. Visit www.AbilityPO.com for more
information.

AbilityPO.com

was very driven, very motivated, and
very positive,” Tyler says. “He knows
that things aren’t going to be easy. But
he doesn’t even have a hint of selfdoubt.”
After discussing David’s shortand long-term goals, Tyler and David
looked at all of the upper-limb prosthetic components on the market —
from myoelectric hands, wrists, and
elbows, to control systems, sockets, and
harnesses.
All of the components would need
to work well together and leverage the
enhanced capabilities afforded by the
TMR surgery. The terminal device
would need to be capable of a variety
of grip patterns, and the wrist and
elbow would need to supply adequate
strength and torque.
David and Tyler selected the
i-limb quantum prosthetic hand
because it offers the greatest number

of grip patterns — 24 preprogrammed
grips and 12 customizable grips —
and its gesture control feature will
allow David to access various grip
patterns with a simple hand gesture.
Tyler says he is particularly excited
about the Coapt control system. “We
wanted to look at all the different
options for him to control the myoelectric components. We knew that he
would be able to control them more
fluently and with a shorter learning curve if he could utilize pattern
recognition. Because his surgeon had
performed TMR, we were able to
program pattern recognition software
very successfully for David.
“During his second appointment,
he was able to utilize the pattern recognition software to control a virtual
prosthetic arm,” Tyler says.
David recently received his socket
and is awaiting insurance authori-

zation for the myoelectric prosthetic
components. To help facilitate this
process, and as part of its standard
protocol, Ability put together a
15-page treatment plan that details
David’s lifestyle, functional deficits,
and what components he needs to
optimize function and quality of life.
“I think that David will be able to
reach his goals,” Tyler says. “Whether
this is the device that gets him there
or if he needs a battery of devices is
yet to be seen. But I know that David
is highly resourceful. Even if we need
to find or create something that’s a bit
out of the box, I am confident we will
get him there.”
David Plunkett’s prosthetic rehabilitation
has just started. We will follow up with
David and Tyler in a future issue of
Lifenhanced as David continues his
rehabilitation journey.

We are making BIG changes

Surestep has a new look!
Surestep is excited to introduce a fresh look in October.
We have a new logo and a new website, but we will remain the same
company you know and trust. Be sure to check out the website and
let us know what you think of our makeover on our Facebook page!

17530 Dugdale Dr. South Bend, IN 46635 | 877.462.0711 | surestep.net
800.455.0058
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Ask an Amputee

?

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR
MOST BENEFICIAL RESOURCE?

“One of the best decisions I made was to go with Taffy. I haven’t
looked back since.” —Tommy Lyon

LOOKING BACK ON THE YEARS immediately following his
lower-limb amputation, Tommy Lyon says he wished he had
built a network of peer amputees sooner.
“Nobody ever anticipates that they are going to lose a
limb,” he says. “My biggest and best resource has been other
people who have been through a similar situation and finding out what works best for them. You can really only get
that sort of information from other people who have been
through it.”
In the spring of 2011, Tommy was just a few months
away from starting a new life in the U.S. Navy. He had gone
on an evening motorcycle ride, and in a matter of seconds,
his life turned completely upside down. As he rounded a
corner, he felt something go under his back tire, and he lost
control of his motorcycle.
In addition to numerous other injuries, he severed a
major artery in his left leg and crushed all of the bones. His
doctors said he could have reconstruction surgery to try and
save the leg or have it amputated. Reconstruction would
require numerous surgeries with no guarantee that he would
walk again. With amputation, his biggest challenges would
be recovering from surgery and learning to walk with a
prosthesis. He chose amputation.
10 Lifenhanced

Throughout the decision-making process, Tommy kept
detailed notes on every question he asked and every answer
he received. “I let my care team know that I was in it to win
it,” he says.
On the advice of his physicians and therapists, he visited
several prosthetic facilities and made a list of pros and cons
for each. He quickly determined that a priority for him was
being comfortable with the person who would be delivering
his care. It turned out that the first prosthetist he met with,
Taffy Bowman, CPO, at Ability Prosthetics & Orthotics in
Exton, Pennsylvania, was the best fit for him.
“The conversation was very easy and heartfelt,” he recalls.
“We just clicked.”
The first thing Taffy did was help Tommy find his focus.
“I didn’t know what type of questions to ask, but I did
know what I wanted to get back into doing, so that’s where
we started.”
Taffy helped Tommy map out his goals and expectations so she could build a prosthesis that would help him to
achieve those things.
“I wanted to get back into running, so as soon as an opportunity came up to do a running clinic, Taffy let me know,”
he says. “She even went with me and another patient to make
sure our legs were keeping up with our performance.”
She also helped him build that all-important network of
fellow amputees.
“At the front desk, Ability has a list of activities and
events where you can meet other amputees,” Tommy explains. Taffy helped Tommy find organizations that worked
with amputees who were involved in the same type of activities that he was interested in pursuing.
“When you become an amputee, it’s a whole new world,
but there are resources that become immediately available
to you,” he says. “Getting the most out of them is really
important.”
After his accident, the Navy rescinded his enlistment papers, so Tommy now works as an orthotics sales consultant
— a job, coincidentally, that Taffy recommended to him.
When he isn’t working, he’s either working out or training
for rock climbing competitions. He has been a competitive
rock climber for three years. He also enjoys fishing and
golfing and hopes to carve out some time this winter to go
snowboarding. “I want to do it all,” he says.
AbilityPO.com

Michelangelo is your natural choice
Picture-perfect design and incredible freedom of movement
Do you want an intuitive experience? A hand that is
not only natural-looking but durable and easy to use?
The answer is simple: the Michelangelo hand.

In addition to offering seven hand positions and grip
patterns, the Michelangelo has a flexible wrist and an
electronically moveable thumb, bringing you closer to
a natural hand than any other myoelectric hand.
Talk to your Prosthetist today to find out how you can
try the Michelangelo Hand as well as the AxonHook
(for more technical tasks at work and at home).

Ottobock Upper Limb Prosthetics
Ottobockus.com

AbilityPO.com | 1-800-455-0058
Maryland

South Carolina

North Carolina

Hagerstown
246 Eastern Boulevard
Suite 100
Hagerstown, MD 21740
p: (301) 790-3636
f: (301) 790-3644

Spartanburg
160 Harold Fleming Court
Room 615
Spartanburg, SC 29303
p: (864) 552-1840
f: (864) 552-1841

Charlotte
309 South Sharon Amity Road
Suite 104
Charlotte, NC 28211
p: (704) 372-7660
f: (704) 372-7659

Frederick
73 Thomas Johnson Drive
Suite B
Frederick, MD 21702
p: (301) 698-4692
f: (301) 698-4693

Greenville
10 Enterprise Boulevard
Suite 206
Greenville, SC 29615
p: (864) 552-1840
f: (864) 552-1841

Asheville
3 Walden Ridge Drive
Suite 400
Asheville, NC 28803
p: (828) 252-0331
f: (828) 252-9764

Pennsylvania

Exton
Corporate Headquarters
The Commons at Oaklands
660 West Lincoln Highway
Exton, PA 19341
p: (610) 873-6733
f: (610-873-6735
Hanover
Hillside Medical Building
250 Fame Avenue, Entrance C
Suite 102
Hanover, PA 17331
p: (717) 337-2273
f: (717) 337-2285
Mechanicsburg
Fredricksen Center
2005 Technology Parkway
Suite 200
Mechanicsburg, PA 17050
p: (717) 458-8429
f: (717) 458-8437

Follow us on:

York
960 South George Street
York, PA 17403
p: (717) 851-0156
f: (717) 851-0157

SkillEnhanced.
Ability Prosthetics & Orthotics provides state approved Continuing
Education Courses for PT’s, OT’s, Worker’s Comp. Case Managers
and Payers.
Prosthetic & Orthotic technology and treatment protocols are
changing rapidly. In an effort to create awareness and raise the clinical
standard of care within the industry, Ability practitioners offer six CEU
courses for health care professionals and payers. The courses range
from outcomes based practice to amputee post op management to
rehabilitation overviews to ambulation.
If you are interested in increasing your O&P knowledge base by bridging
the gap between device and clinical outcomes, please contact your local
Ability practitioner today to schedule a course for your facility.
Frederick, MD | Hagerstown, MD | Asheville, NC
Charlotte, NC | Raleigh, NC | Exton, PA
Hanover, PA | Mechanicsburg, PA | York, PA
Greenville, SC
www.AbilityPO.com

